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The effect of multiple Coulomb scattering on the radiative corrections to arbitrary processes with one 
charged relativistic particle and an arbitrary number of neutral particles in the initial and final states, 
is investigated quantitatively. The removal of infrared divergences in the radiative corrections is 
analyzed in detail. 

1. The occurrence of infrared divergences in quantum 
electrodynamics is connected with the circumstance that 
the perturbation expansion is in fact an expansion in 
powers of e2ln(E/w), where E is the characteristic en
ergy of the charged particle, w is the frequency of the 
emitted quantum, and n = c = 1.£11 For ln(E/w) ~ 137 
perturbation theory is no longer applicable. However, 
as was shown by Landau and Pomeranchuk, £21 for rela
tivistic particles moving in matter, the multiple scatter
ing suppresses the emission of soft quanta beginning 
with frequencies w < w ~> where 

( E )2 ( E )2 1 
ro1 = ~ ;; J.,~ac!:• Er:>m, 

E,= 21MeV, L~ = n0e&Z2m-21n(183Z-'I•), 
(1.1) 

and the condition for the applicability of perturbation 
theory for frequencies w > w 1 has the form 

e2 ln (E I ro,) ~ 1. (1.2) 

Since for w < w1, the influence of the scattering guaran
tees the applicabiltiy of perturbation theory with e2 « 1, 
(1.2) is a general condition for the applicability of per
turbation theory for all frequencies. Condition (1.2) 
restricts the density of atoms in the medium from below 
by the negligibly small value 

ncrit = 11r1~(;) Z2ln(!83Z-'I•) 

It has been pointed out in£21 that the multiple scattering 
leads to the removal of infrared divergences in the 
radiative corrections, but the effect of the multiple 
scattering on the infrared divergences in radiative cor
rections has so far not been considered in detail. An 
estimate of the frequency at which the effect of the scat
tering leads to a deviation of the formulas for the radia
tive corrections from their form in the vacuum, can be 
obtained in the following way. 

An infrared divergence appears in the radiative cor
rections when one adds an internal photon line between 
two external electron lines in the Feynman graph for the 
process under consideration. Writing the Green's func
tion for the electromagnetic field corresponding to this 
photon line in the form 

· ll!Lv ~ d•k 
D"v(x,x')=-- --.-exp{ik(x-x')} 

(2n) 4 k2 - 11l· 

= __ ,_· -) d3k 6"v exp {ikr- tro(k)i} 
(2n) 3 l'2ro(k) 
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1 '}" X --=-exp {- ikr' + iro(k)t , 
l'2ro(k) 

one can interpret the inclusion of the additional photon 
line as the result of the exchange of a real quantum with 
arbitrary k. Therefore, the estimate of the characteris
tic frequency at which the effect of the scattering sets 
in is obtained in the same way as for bremsstrahlung, 
and leads to the value of w1 given by (1.1). 

2. The multiple scattering of charged particles in a 
medium is conveniently taken into account in the calcu
lation of the radiative corrections by using the method 
developed in£31 . In this method one employs the approxi
mate solution of the wave equation for particles in the 
summed potential of the atoms of the medium, 

1j:p (r, t) = const· exp {ipr + ::3 Sa {r, p)- iEt} (2.1) 
a 

where Sa(r, p) is determined from the solution of the 
one-center scattering problem, and the asymptotic be
havior of Sa(r, p) at distances far from the scatterer is 
connected with the one-center scattering amplitude 
f(p1- p2) by the formula £3J 

Sa(r, p) =In{ 1 + __!_ i d3l/(l)exp {il(r- R..)}:} (2.2) 
2n2 .) 12 + 2pl- i6 

where Ra is the coordinate of the atom in the medium. 
The condition for the validity of this approximation is 
that the one- center scattering amplitude f be small com
pared with the mean free path of the particle: fn0 a « 1, 
and that the mean square angle of the multiple scattering 
over the considered distances L be small: 

(S2h=(E•)• _!:_<1. 
E Lrad 

In calculating the radiative corrections the matrix 
element of any process is written in the form 

M=Mo+M•, 

where Mo is the matrix element in first nonvanishing 
order of perturbation theory for the process under con
sideration, and M2 is the following perturbation term 
(in e2). We assume that Mo does not contain infrared 
divergences, so that the radiative correction to the 
probability, (MoM2 + M~M2), contains the divergent ma
trix element linearly. Hence, the average of the proba
bility over the multiple scattering, i.e., over the coor
dinates of the atoms Ra, reduces to an average of M2. 
In the calculation of the probability we must also take 
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into account that the Green's functions of charged parti
cles in matter are given by 

G(x,x')= (2n)-3 \ d"p,'ljlp(r,t)'ljlp•(r~,t') , (2.3) 
J u2 - v,.2 -+- lb 

where 1/Jp(r, t) is given by (2.1). 
In the infrared region the four- momentum of the vir

tual quantum kJ.L is small, and one may use the first 
nonvanishing approximation in the expansion of M2 in 
powers of kw For the average value (M2) one can write 

. ' d•k 
(M2) g,; -M0~) --. ) ~ d"s1d"s2 ~ ~ d3rd"r' 

n3 k3 -L6 

X P•~ . PI~ . · exp { is,r' + is,r} 
(k2- 2p,k- 2p2s2- 16) (k2- 2p,k- 2p,s,- zo) 

X exp {il<,r,Jr,Jw + ix,r,'Jrz'Jw} 6(s,,)o(s.,.), 

where we have used the following formula for the aver
age over atomic coordinates: 

(exp ~s.)=exj:(~ (expS.-1)), 
a a 

which holds if one assumes that the coordinates of dif
ferent atoms are independent; we also used the notation 

Xi. 2 = ~ s d"l.df(l.L) j2l.J."· 
2p,,z · 

The axes rz and r~ in (2.4) are directed along p 1 and 
p2, respectively. Integrating (2.4), we find for 
w < E~E2/m4Lrad - .,, 

(M.Mz++M2Mo+) = -JMoJ2{ v !! _ __;_• -~ ~ d~-}. (2.5) 
2 l'xt + Xz 0 l'w 

It is seen from this that there is no infrared divergence. 
In an analogous fashion one can easily show, by taking 
account of the multiple scattering, that no infrared 
divergence occurs in the renormalization of the vertices 
and self-energy graphs. 

3. In calculating radiative corrections in quantum 
electrodynamics one usually considers the so-called 
"experimentally observable cross section," which is 
the sum of the cross section for the considered process 
with radiative corrections and the cross section for the 
same process with emission of an additional soft quan
tum. If the frequency of the additional quantum is below 
the threshold of the detector, these processes are 
indistinguishable experimentally. The unitarity condi
tion for the S matrix implies that the infrared divergen
ces of the two processes cancel each other in the ex
perimentally observable cross section, but the answer 
now depends significantly on the threshold frequency 
We· [lJ 

The consideration of the process with emission of an 
additional quantum is analogous to that of the brems
strahlung process, [31 and leads to 

"'• 
e2 I I i d"k I p,e p,e \' dcr, = dcro-- J J d3rd3r' d3s,d3s• .1-. - -----,-~--

(2n)3 • 2w p,k + p,s, p2k + p2s2 

X exp{is1r + ~r'},exf{ix:~r,jr,J + ix2wr,'Jr,'l}. (3.1) 
Integrating (3.1) we obtain in the region where multiple 
scattering is important, i.e., for w < E~E2/m4Lrad' 

(3.2) 

where da0 is the cross section for the process without 
radiative corrections but with emission of an additional 
quantum. It follows from (3.2) that the multiple scatter
ing of charged particles leads to a qualitative change in 
the dependence of the experimentally observable cross 
section on the threshold of the detector we. The experi
mentally observable cross section has the form 

{ - E, '} daexp = dao 1- e>]f2n----=-wel' . 
El'Lrad 

(3.3) 

We emphasize that the inequality w < E~E2 /m 4 Lrad used 
in deriving this formula, imposes a restriction on the 
matter density which enters in Lrad· Therefore one 
cannot go directly from (3.2) or (3.3) to the vacuum 
limit. 

4. In using the above formulas, one must take account 
of the effect of the polarization of the medium on the 
emission of the additional quantum and on the radiative 
corrections. Formula (3.3) is applicable in the case 
when the energy of the particle satisfies the condition 

E > m(m I E,) 2, (4.1) 

and when the threshold of the detector we satisfies 

4.2) 

where no is the number of electrons per unit volume of 
the medium. The multiple scattering leads to the re
placement of e2ln (we/m) by 

(4.3) 

in the experimentally observable cross section. If the 
threshold of the detector satisfies the inequality 

(4.4) 

then it is not the scattering which is important, but the 
polarization of the medium, and e2ln (we/m) must be 
replaced by 

(4.5) 
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